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Cupolas is a special type of dome shaped framework that is mostly set up on top of buildings or
tombs. The word is derived from Latin and it refers to a work of art that is meant to serve as a
protecting roof for the people living beneath. They are used to prevent excess heat entering into the
building below and offering complete protection to the building from natural calamities and varsities
of Mother Nature. They are lightweight, easier to install and have a nice presence..

They were traditionally used as protective covers in many religious places including mosques,
tombs and churches. Over the years, they are nowadays also used in many households, preferably
in the houses of the ones who prefer to use classy and unique exterior dÃ©cor for their residence. It is
indeed a true fact that using them indeed enhances the overall dÃ©cor to a remarkable extent. Given
their glamorous appearance with an added touch of traditionalism, cupolas can undoubtedly stand
out as a striking difference between ordinary structures and the ones that houses them.

They are mostly used in the European continent but gradually they have started spreading to other
parts of the world as well and that is why nowadays they can also be found in Asian countries like
China and Korea which no body could have dreamt off a decade ago. In some countries such as
Greece, cupolas have turned out to be a trend or rather it is better to say fashion.

To cope with the rising demand and popularity, professional interior decorators are coming up in
large numbers who are designing a huge array of spectacular designs. You can find the details of
many of such companies in the web.
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James Blee - About Author:
For more information on a cupolas, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a barn cupolas!
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